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Multi-core microprocessor architectures promise petaflops levels of performance—
1,000 times more powerful than today’s teraflops computer—by the end of the
decade. What steps should you take today to gain a competitive advantage from
peta-scale computing tomorrow?
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Following historic trends, the Top500 organization expects

to see a petaflops-level system around the 2009 timeframe.

Performance is advancing so rapidly that systems that top

the list have typically fallen off it altogether eight years later.   

That’s good news for scientific and engineering computing.

Readers of this white paper probably know even better than

we do the value of increased computing performance. 

With more powerful and cost-effective computing, 

peta-scale HPC environments will enable analysis and 

investigations of computationally challenging problems 

that require computing systems capable of delivering a 

performance approaching 1,015 floating-point operations

per second (petaflops) on real applications. Scientists and

engineers will be able to perform simulations that are 

intrinsically multi-scale or that involve the simultaneous

interaction of multiple disciplines and processes. Examples 

of such application areas are nanotechnology and materials

science, climate/environmental modeling, weather prediction,

energy research, bio-informatics, life-science and many

aspects of civil engineering and manufacturing.

It was six years before a TFLOPS system was found in a 

commercial company; but it is predicted that it will be less

than two years from the first PFLOPS systems to the first

petaflops solution being deployed in industry.

But converting peta-scale potential into achieved business

value is not automatic. To benefit from peta-scale comput-

ing, you need to understand where peta-scale capacity 

and capabilities are coming from, and take the right steps 

to prepare for it. Let us explain. 

Introduction
In December 1996, Intel broke the teraflops barrier, building the first 
computer to execute more than one trillion floating-point operations per 
second. Today, a teraflops computer won’t even crack the bottom rung 
of the Top500* Supercomputer Sites list of the world’s most powerful 
computers (see Figure 1). Assuming a continuation of historic trends, 
the Top500 organization expects to see a petaflops-level system top the 
list no later than 2009, and predicts that the list will be fully populated by 
such systems no later 2015. Given that today’s most powerful system 
exceeds 250 teraflops, it doesn’t take much of a crystal ball to see that
peta-scale computers—systems whose performance is spoken of in terms 
of a half-petaflop or more—will be a reality in the very near future. 

Figure 1. TOP500* supercomputers past and projected performance. 
Source: TOP500.org 
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The Multi-Core Inflection Point  
Parallel processing has been central to computing perform-

ance for more than two decades and is continuing to

increase (see Figure 2). In the 1980s, massively parallel 

computers based on off-the-shelf microprocessors freed

supercomputing from the constraints of special-purpose

CPUs, water-cooled data centers, and multi-million-dollar

budgets. The 1990s saw increasing degrees of parallelism

within the microprocessor, beginning with instruction-level

parallelism (ILP) and moving on to data-level (SIMD) and

thread-level parallelism (Hyper-Threading Technology) 

and the explicitly parallel instruction computing (EPIC) 

architecture of the Intel® Itanium® architecture.

This evolution paved the way for the shift to multi-core

architecture that is occurring across the computing industry

today. Multi-core processors have two or more execution

engines or cores within a single processor. Each processor

plugs into a single socket, but the operating system 

perceives each core as a discrete processor with a full 

set of execution resources. Many of today’s processors 

feature dual-core architectures. Intel has more than a 

dozen dual- and multi-core projects on the drawing 

boards, and anticipates a future of many-core processors.

www.intel.com/multi-core

Multi-core processing provides other important advantages.

The traditional single-core approach achieved performance

increases largely by boosting clock speeds. Unfortunately,

higher clock frequencies also brought a power consumption

and heat increase. Multi-core architectures are able to 

minimize power consumption and heat dissipation. They 

also increase resource flexibility, offering the ability to assign 

different cores to different functions. Rather than relying 
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Figure 2. Increasing parallelism.  Microprocessor architectures are evolving toward the use of numerous computing cores within
a single processor, delivering continuing performance increases. 

on one large, heat-generating, power-sucking core, Intel’s

multi-core architectures can activate just the cores whose

functions are needed at any given time, powering down 

the others and enabling the processor to use only as much

power as is needed. Additional specialized cores could be 

tailored to tasks such as fixed-function processing, such as

imaging processing, speech recognition, and communications

processing, thus increasing system flexibility. Hence, multi-

core architectures are energy efficient; and two of the 

important computing trends are moving in the right 

direction: performance is going up and power consumption 

is going down. It also supports nicely the dense computing

environments required for large-scale HPC solutions.

More Powerful, Energy-Efficient Computers
Intel processors with two cores are here now. Quad-core

processors are right around the corner. And the number of

cores on a chip will continue to multiply in the coming years,

launching an era of vastly more powerful computers. With

these important trends in mind, Intel researchers are today

working to shape future Intel® microarchitectures. This area

of research has been dubbed “tera-scale” computing. Intel

has more than 80 R&D projects worldwide in the tera-scale 

area, where researchers are addressing the hardware and

software challenges of building and programming systems 

with dozens of energy-efficient cores. www.intel.com/

technology/magazine/computing/tera-scale-

0606.htm

‘Multi-everywhere’ and valued performance—this is where

tera-scale computing comes in: “multi” to the fullest extent,

beyond multi-threading and multi-core to a large number of

energy-efficient cores accompanied by fixed-function hard-

ware to provide unprecedented performance in the power

and cost envelope for future applications. Tera-scale comput-

The Evolution of Parallelism 
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ing will be the fulfillment of Platform 2015, Intel’s long-range

vision for the collective evolution of computational technolo-

gies, interfaces, and infrastructures and the architectural

innovation and core competencies enabling that evolution.

Leveraging these tera-scale technologies, extremely 

powerful peta-scale solutions could be built to take today’s

HPC system capabilities to the next performance level 

and beyond.

Potential System Architectures 
and Platforms

It is the current industry’s belief that petaflops systems 

will—at least initially—most likely entail massive parallelism

on the order of thousands of processors and tens of 

thousands of parallel threads, and each processor itself 

will be multi-core based with the advanced internal 

parallelism technologies described. 

There are many viable system architecture and platform

options for a peta-scale machine. They range from a mas-

sively parallel processing (MPP) approach with many relatively

slow processors on “thin” nodes with mainly distributed

memory to single-system image solutions with a global

shared memory and powerful processors on “fat” nodes 

utilizing a coherent integrated and sophisticated interconnect

fabric. Another option could be a system consisting of

shared-memory (SMP) nodes-small or large depending on 

the needs-connected via several fast and intelligent inter-

connects (such as. data exchange, synchronization, sand

ervices) featuring several multi-core processors per node.

Such a system could support a flexible combination of 

globally shared and distributed memory programmed via 

a sophisticated combination of (global) shared memory 

multi-threading and distributed memory message-passing.

The actual utilized parallel programming models depend 

on the application area and underlying parallel algorithms

deployed. Advanced capabilities of the utilized multi-core

based platforms will be a key factor for a successful 

peta-scale computing solution, such as RAS (Reliability,

Availability, Serviceability), virtualization and I/O and 

communication features. Leveraging volume economics 

via the utilization of industry-standard building blocks 

will allow efficient peta-scale systems.

A successful peta-scale system should scale beyond

Linpack*, demonstrating its capabilities on a wide range

of real-world applications and workloads. It should be a

synergistic combination of hardware, software, firmware,

and applications; delivering a complete and balanced 

computing platform. 

However, with such a large system and so many compo-

nents, reliability is one of the serious challenges for a peta-

scale solution that need to be addressed; both from a 

system architecture and technologies point of view. Other

challenges also needing close attention are power consump-

tion, thermal operating environment, and floor space.

Paving the Way 
Peta-scale computing rests on a foundation of multi-core

architectures and extreme parallelism, which means that

applications must be parallelized in order to exploit peta-

scale performance. This presents less of a challenge for 

certain applications, which can be easily divided into regions

that can be manipulated independently and in parallel. 

Even here, applications that run more than 64 processors 

in parallel may not scale to hundreds or thousands of cores. 

It is even more problematic for current common workloads,

some of which will require significant rethinking in order to

benefit from multi-core architectures and peta-scale comput-

ing. Yet the need for peta-scale performance is too great to

ignore the peta-scale opportunity. Likewise, the risk of losing

out to competitors if you fail to manage the transition to

multi-core computing is too threatening to sit this one out. 

Instead, HPC leaders should take the lead in preparing 

their organizations for multi-core architectures and peta-

scale computing. Envision the potential of a thousand-fold

increase in performance to impact your business, and priori-

tize the processes you want to focus on and how you will

unite them in an integrated workflow. Explore new usage

models. What will peta-scale performance enable you to 

do new and differently rather than just faster and better? 

As microprocessor companies migrate to multi-core architec-

tures, the software development environment becomes a

critical differentiator. Given that many codes are not written

to take advantage of extreme parallelism, it is crucial to talk

with platform and processor vendors about their program-

ming environments and what capabilities they provide for

parallelizing and optimizing your software. For example, 

Intel recently began shipping five new tools that make 

it easier to develop distributed and parallel applications: 

high-performance compilers, mathematical libraries, 

a message-passing interface (MPI*) library, and debugging 

and performance analysis tools for clusters and parallel

(threaded) applications. Intel’s R&D budget exceeds $4 

billion annually and includes numerous projects to advance

the state-of-the-art in parallelizing compilers and software

development environments and tools. 

You will also want to work with the other businesses and

organizations that will influence your success in the new

world of multi-core and peta-scale computing. If you rely 
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on off-the-shelf software for critical functions, how are 

the developers of those packages preparing to exploit 

multi-core architectures and peta-scale computing perform-

ance? How well are colleges and universities training their 

students to understand and exploit extreme parallelism? 

Software Tools
Besides the basic software tools for optimizing single (serial)

processor/core performance, such as compilers, libraries, and

performance analyzer, more sophisticated software tools 

are needed to explore the full benefit of parallel (MPI-based)

and multi-threaded (explicit threading or OpenMP* based)

applications. For this, over time Intel has developed a 

comprehensive set of software tools to assist programmers

and users with those tasks, including a hybrid message-

passing/threading environment. With the integration of

threading technologies from Kuck&Associates Inc. (KAI) and

the PALLAS GmbH MPI-tracing technologies several years

ago, Intel’s software development tools now cover both 

serial and parallel/threading programming tool needs.

Furthermore, these tools will be enhanced with innovative

technologies as they become available, such as Cluster

OpenMP and MPI Message Checker. With these technologies,

the aspects of correctness and performance support for 

parallel applications are being addressed, as well as potential

scalability issues, monitoring, and analysis. They are paving

the way for efficient and scalable peta-scale applications.

www.intel.com/software

From a system management, provisioning, and monitoring

point of view, one should have a scalable and efficient 

system management facility, allowing easy monitoring, 

management, deployment, and partitioning of all available

resources.

Extending Moore’s Law 
Mark Twain once wrote that the reports of his death had

been greatly exaggerated. One can say the same thing of

Moore’s Law, the observation made by Intel co-founder

Gordon Moore in 1965. Moore noted that processors had

been doubling in transistor count for several generations

and predicted that they could continue to do so for at least 

a few more—and that the doubling would bring a transforma-

tive spiral of increasing performance and falling prices. 

Skeptics have predicted the end of Moore’s Law since shortly

after he formulated it, and Moore himself is quick to say that

he never expected the law to be going strong four decades

later. But in fact, it is. With the shift to multi-core architec-

tures, the performance increases of Moore’s Law appear to

be assured for the foreseeable future. Using today’s 65nm

process manufacturing technology and moving rapidly to

45nm in 2007, it is estimated that process technologies will

reach structures of 22nm (with 10nm length) around the 

end of the decade. With billions of transistors inside a single

chip to come, it will also include important power-saving

techniques, such as low gate capacitance, low interconnect

capacitance, and sleep transistors for leakage reduction.

www.intel.com/technology

It also allows continuous advancements and innovations in

several key technology areas. For example, Intel has devel-

oped new transistor designs such as the Tri-Gate and

TeraHertz transistors to be utilized before the end of the

decade. In addition, new materials are being developed to

address energy efficiency, allowing the performance 

to increase even further (e.g., Intel’s High-k/Metal gate dielec-

tric technology). At the same time, additional improvements

are being made to the micro-architecture of the cores them-

selves. This can be seen, for example, with the powerful new

Intel® Core™ microarchitecture. The processors and platforms

will utilize powerful and innovative multi- and many-core

architectures, as outlined earlier. On the interconnect side,

innovations appear in the area of silicon photonics and optics

for all levels of intra- and inter-communication deployment

(intra/inter-chip/platform levels). Leveraging technology 

leadership is vital for successful peta-scale computing.

The extension of Moore’s Law through multi-core processing

affords the HPC industry new opportunities for algorithm

advances and enhanced abilities to support advanced and

innovative numerical simulations and analysis for a wide

range of application areas. 

Application designers and software developers need to

design and choose algorithms and implement applications

that will take us from the realms of tens and hundreds of

threads to thousands and tens of thousands of parallel

threads to take full advantage of the underlying parallel 

system architecture. There is plenty of work to be done to

capitalize on the multi-core paradigm shift, but you’re not in

it alone. In addition to developing robust multi-core platforms

and software environments, Intel is committed to helping

companies achieve the benefits of multi-core architectures.

Intel experts who understand your business and technology

challenges can help you optimize new algorithm develop-

ment for multi-core, design parallelization strategies for

existing workloads, and prepare to gain competitive advan-

tages from peta-scale computing. www.intel.com/go/hpc
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